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Building trust involves addressing
the 5 deadly diseases of management
1.

Lack of constancy of purpose to plan product and service that
will have a market and keep the company in business, and
provide jobs.

2.

Emphasis on short-term profits: short-term thinking (just the
opposite from constancy of purpose to stay in business), fed by
fear of unfriendly takeover, and by push from bankers and owners
for dividends.

3.

Evaluation of performance, merit rating, or annual review.

4.

Mobility of management; job hopping.

5.

Management by use only of visible figures, with little or no
consideration of figures that are unknown or unknowable.
W. Edwards Deming
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehMAwIHGN0Y
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Improvements and innovation
All effective approaches for continuous improvement (such as
Kaizen, Toyota Production System, Waigaya, …) and innovation
(Open Space, collaborative design, …) share one common principle.
In order to successfully identify and implement opportunities for improvement and innovation
the belief in the existence and relevance of social hierarchies must be suspended
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A simple advice process creates a learning organisation
Before making a major decision that affects others in the organisation
1. A person has to seek advice from at least one trusted colleague with potentially relevant or
complementary knowledge or expertise.
2. Giving advice is optional. It is okay to admit lack of expertise. This enables the requestor to
proceed on the basis of the available evidence.
3. Following advice is optional. The requestor may ignore advice if she/he believes that all
things considered there is a better approach or solution. Not receiving advice in a timely
manner is deemed equivalent to no relevant advice being available within the organisation.
This allows everyone to balance available wisdom with first hand learning and risk taking.
4. A few simple prosocial design principles provide guidance for dealing with people who
regularly ignore relevant advice (or consistently refuse to seek or give advice) and therefore
regularly cause downstream problems for others as a result. Such situations are obvious
for all involved. A persistent breakdown of collaboration either results in a significant change in
behaviour once the downstream problems are recognised, or in the non-cooperative person
leaving the organisation.
More information: Frederic Laloux, page 22 in Reinventing Organisations http://www.reinventingorganizations.com/
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Results in the healthcare sector
Distributed self-management at Buurtzorg in the Netherlands

• Buurtzorg is a decentralised organisation with 15,000 staff
• The organisation requires, on average, close to 40 percent fewer
hours of care per client than other nursing organisation in the
Netherlands

• According to Ernst & Young close to € 2 billion would be saved

annually if all home care organisations in the Netherlands reached
this level of operational efficiency

• If additionally the much larger hospital organisations adopted similar

collaboration and knowledge sharing practices, the potential gains
would be rise correspondingly

More information: Frederic Laloux, Reinventing Organisations http://www.reinventingorganizations.com/
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The effect of hierarchical structures on innovation
1. Any form of hierarchy indicates a dampened
feedback loop.
2. Power is the privilege of not needing to learn.
3. A hierarchical organisation is the antithesis of a learning organisation.
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Prosocial core design principles @ S23M
Applying evolutionary science to coordinate action, avoid disruptive
behaviours among group members, and cultivate appropriate
relationships with other groups in a multi-group ecosystem
(the work of Elinor Ostrom, Michael Cox and David Sloan Wilson)

Supports an open and inclusive
neurodiverse & creative team

Tailored Core Design Principles:
1. Trusted relationships within the group and strong understanding of purpose
2. Fair distribution of costs and benefits
3. Fair and inclusive decision-making
4. Fast and empathetic conflict resolution
A working advice process
5. Authority to self-govern
minimises the need for tracking
6. Appropriate relations with other groups
Fair and inclusive distribution
7. Tracking agreed upon behaviours
of resources minimises the
8. Graduated responses to transgressions
need for coercion
to prevent a person or a subgroup from
gaining power over others
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Heuristics for constructive
collaboration across organisational boundaries
1. Start by assuming that there is no shared understanding and that there
are no shared values.
2. Explicitly and openly share core values between all parties. The
overlap of core values determines the foundation for collaboration. No
party tries to persuade any other party to adopt new values or tools.
Instead curiosity may lead one party to inquire about unfamiliar values
and tools. New values are only adopted and old values are only discarded
when a new level of understanding and insight is reached, and not as a
result of any kind of coercion.
3. Explore what is possible based on the current level of shared
understanding, joint domain expertise, and joint capacity.
4. Have the courage to share new ideas. Joint exploration of new ideas in
the form of small-scale experiments and by mapping to past experiences.
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Thank you!
jorn.bettin@s23m.com & andrew.shewring@s23m.com
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